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Garage

Tech Bits with Steve Rothwell

Mercedes C-Class - Flickering tail light

T

he owner of this
2008 Mercedes
C220 CDi was told by
his neighbour that
when he followed him
the other evening the
rear lights were
flickering and flashing
around, like a 60s
disco. He popped along
to let me have a look
and sure enough with
the side lights on and
his foot on the brake,
when the indicator was
turned on the whole
lamp pulsed in reaction
to the amber indicator. A poor connection in the plug caused the terminal to heat up and
accelerate the problem
Removing the
bulb holder to have a
so the repair could easily be made ensuring the
look I saw that the bulb fittings were all good but
problem would not reoccur.
the connecting plug between the bulb holder and
A quick check of the other side was also
the loom had a burnt terminal. The good news for
made to ensure that this wasn’t going to go down
the owner is that the bulb holder and the
the same road, but that was all nice and clean.
connecting plug and terminals are all available and

Stephen Rothwell

Ford Focus Zetec Easier cam timing

With the correct tools, setting the
timing and fitting the new belt on the
variable valve timing engines is
slightly quicker

A

Opel Astra - Coolant loss problems

T

he owner of this
2010 Opel Astra
1.6 was one of the
good guys, who
regularly checked the
coolant and oil levels at
least once a month. He
had noticed that the
coolant level was
dropping, and took to
checking this every
couple of weeks. It now
needed topping up
every week and so he
thought he better let
me have a look.
A quick look
around the engine bay
allowed me to see the
tell-tale marks left by
the pink coolant. There
was a small stain
around the thermostat
housing. The owner
mentioned that the
timing belt was nearly
due for replacement,
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It was the thermostat housing leak
that was spotted first, but the water
pump had also been leaking
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and asked if he could have
both jobs done at the same
time, possibly cutting the
cost a little.
The timing belt on the 1.6
engine is a nice simple job
and I gave him a good price
for the work which he was
happy to let me carry out.
While doing the timing belt
I also discovered that the
water pump had been
leaking slightly as well. It
was good that I had quoted
for the pump’s replacement
as part of the timing belt
job.
Once the job was finished
and all was back together
and the cooling system bled
out, I was confident that
the owner could forget any
further coolant loss
problems for a while and
would also not have to
worry about the cam-belt
for a few years.

friend in need is a friend indeed it is
said. A good friend of mine owns a
2007 Ford Focus Zetec, which was just
coming due for the timing belt replacement.
While telling me the job was due, he seemed
to have persuaded me to carry out the
replacement for him at mates rates.
He said he would get the bits and even
help me when I carried out the job. This was
going to be a Saturday morning task, and I
was hoping things would go smoothly. I have
come across a few overtight pully bolts on
these engines and didn’t want to encounter
any extra problems on a Saturday morning.
Some assistance can often slow down
the progress so I got him to go off and make
the tea while I got into the job. The Zetec
engine he had in his Focus had variable valve
timing. This can sound quite daunting, but
on the Zetec engine this means that the job
is actually easier.
With the correct tools the cams are
locked from the front, meaning that the cam
cover does not need removing.
The job otherwise is the same as the
normal Zetec engine and the belt was almost
in place before the first tea break. When he
came back and saw the covers removed he
said he didn’t realise that the engine had
variable valve timing. I did then point out
that it is easy to determine the engines with
variable valve timing by the large bulges in
the top timing cover.
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